Residents are our North Star
 We are deeply sorry that some Serrano residents experienced maintenance, pest-related
challenges or disrespect by our staff or vendors
 We have made significant progress resolving deferred maintenance and resident
concerns under new management by our partner Drucker + Falk
 As difficult as this journey has been, we are grateful for the feedback, scrutiny, and candid
assessments. A silver lining has been close reflection on every aspect of AHC's operations
 We have learned many lessons and have taken feedback to heart – in who manages each
apartment community, how we plan for capital improvements; how we engage and
communicate with residents; the qualities of our next CEO; and how to further diversify and
equip our board of directors, staff, and property management partners
 Our residents are our North Star. We remain deeply committed to ensuring safe, welcoming
and affordable homes for Arlington neighbors
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Partnering with Arlington County for 45+ years to provide welcoming
homes and brighter futures for thousands in our community
Provide education, social
services, & emergency
resources where people live.

Offer 3,000+ affordable
homes for families and
individuals in Arlington.

Partner with dozens of
community organizations
to meet residents' needs.

• $10 million in rental assistance during
pandemic
• $3M in scholarships in 2021
• 1,500 back-to-school backpacks
• Repaid $30 million in principal and interest
to date, including $8.5 million in 2021
• Provide homes for 97 PSH households
• Largest multi-family solar array in Northern
VA (Apex)
• 600 vaccinations
• Tripled food distribution sites
• Financial & employment Workshops
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Communication/Partnerships (Resident Survey)

Source: Serrano resident survey, December 2021 (72 responses)
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Communication/Partnerships (Resident Feedback*)
Los trabajadores son amables el servicio de limpieza,
la aria tengo cerca todas les escuelas"
"Employees are really nice and it's a good
neighborhood.“

"Appreciate the effort AHC and the
county have done."
"How accessible and easy it is due to having
elevators. And how helpful front desk members
are."
Love the improvements, management and
maintenance are a lot more respectful.“
"Vienen rapido los
de mantenimineto cuando se arruina algo del Apt."
"Maintenance comes fast when something breaks or
needs fixing in the apartment.“
"The payment system on the Resident Portal needs
improvement. It would help to show a Record of
Payments."
* Comments from Serrano Resident Survey, December 2021

"The quietness, it's peaceful."
"It seems that the new management is trying."
"Huge living room and the staff is so
respectful!“

"Trabajan bastante y esta mejora
ndo poco a poco"
"They are working a lot and it
is getting better little by little."
Better notifications with package pickups.
"Serrano Apartment is a good place to
live. With this new Administration is
better, because they try to help everyone. The
better way they can do.“

I'm glad that there has been a
change of management and that
there is investment taking place
and lots of people working hard
to improve the Serrano."
"Gracias por el atencion y ayuda."
Thank you for the attention and the help."
"The ongoing 3-week, so far, renovations
above our apartment are deafening, no
notice, when will it end?"
"The sunset view from my apartment."
In my opinion the interior part of the
apartment need renovation. Like, the bath
tubs, the bathroom tiles, the kitchen counter
and etc."
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Serrano Inspection Results
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Serrano Households Most Affected
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Property loss claim
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Stabilizing Residents
• Only 1 of the
significant repairs
would typically
have required
offsite relocation

Significant
repair
(41)

Temporary
hotel suite
stay
6
(31)
1

7

2
Voluntary
claim
(18)

• ~10% of residents relocated
temporarily, largely due to fear
about air quality claims later
disproven
• Little overlap between most
impacted residents, claims and
hotel stays
• Residents supported by
Arlington County paid less in
rent during hotel stays than
credits issued by AHC

• ~5% of residents filed voluntary claims, ranging from $120 to $350,000
• Most finalized and paid: 5 residents still deciding; 4 (all >$9,000) pursuing mediation
Mitigation
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Moisture Remediation

Secure area

Remove affected
materials

Install new
materials

Re-paint and
clean
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Stabilizing Residents

Rental Assistance & June Rent Credit Helped
Reduce Residents' Debts During COVID Crisis

$150,000

$700k

In rent credits
to all
residents

rent relief

70%

Drop in
housing debt
Mitigation
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Serrano Timeline
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Tough Journey for Our Residents, County Partners, and AHC
I. Acquisition (2014)
II. Initial Operations (2024-2019)
III. Initial Resident Concerns – Part 1 (6/19-10/19)
IV. Resident Concerns – Part 2 (10/19-1/20)
V. Resident Concerns – Part 3 (3/20-9/20)
VI. Resident Concerns – Part 4 (10/20-4/21)
VII. Escalation and Relocation (4/21-10/21)
VIII. Next Steps (ongoing)
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Serrano Overview
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Acquisition (2014)
Issues/Concerns
Issues/Concerns
Concerns/Issues
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Actions/Results
Actions/Results

Actions/Results

• Updated affordable housing master plan
focuses on adding units, including 80% AMI

County prioritizes preservation with AHIF loan

• 280 units at risk - naturally occurring
affordable housing (NOAH) for sale by
private owner

Plan to phase in affordability: 56 units @ 60%
AMI, 140 units @ 80% AMI, 84 units @
market, 10 permanent supportive housing

• Avoid over-concentrating affordable units

Additional AHC capital expenditures well
exceed planned CapEx

• Capital investment and reserves in line with
previous acquisitions, proves to be too low

AHC finances and purchases the property

• Unclear process for means testing 80% AMI
• Utility billing was separate, now included
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Serrano Overview
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Issues/Concerns

Initial Operations (2014 – 2019)

Actions/Results

Concerns/Issues

Actions/Results

• New means testing for existing tenants (80% AMI)
is burdensome, reduces occupancy

County/AHC set income certification for 80% AMI

• New property manager (AHCM)
had limited market-rate leasing experience
• Occupancy and maintenance
decline during property management transition
• Expanded affordability quickly, including 10+
Permanent Supportive Housing units
• First cooling season after purchase reveals
some recurring condensation on cooling pipes

Changed leasing staff several times
$4.7 million improvements, including new
roof, boiler, chiller, trash removal infrastructure
Spot mitigation of cooling pipe condensation
 Major repairs for fire restoration
• Feb. 2017 kitchen fire $1.4 million
• Aug. 2017 arson $1 million

• Two major fires (1 kitchen fire, 1 arson)
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Serrano Overview
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Issues/Concerns
Resident Concerns
Part 1 (6/19 - 10/19)Actions/Results

Concerns/Issues
• Change over to new rent payment portal
and new payment processes
• Confusion about new utility bill format

Actions/Results
Energy efficiency focus - replace boiler and
Energy Masters initiative to reduce utility costs
Preview to and approval by County staff
before making the change to utilities
Outreach to tenants and tenant advocates
to troubleshoot, answer questions; engage
professional communications consultant
Partner with county staff and caseworkers to
support residents on rent portal and utility bills
Onsite help desk and 1:1 support to clarify
confusion
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Serrano Overview
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Issues/Concerns
Resident Concerns
Part 2 (10/19 - 1/20)Actions/Results

Concerns/Issues
• Mice
• HVAC systems
• Security/ building access
• Maintenance response time

Actions/Results
 Share with TLC what AHC is doing to resolve
resident concerns (11/20)
 Onsite resident meetings
 Onsite County inspections (19 units) – 1
exterior painting item deferred until spring

• Parking and towing policies
• Utility charges
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COVID-19 Pandemic

Serrano Overview
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Issues/Concerns
Resident Concerns
Part 3 (3/20 - 9/20)

Actions/Results

Concerns/Issues
Residents/Advocates:
• Laundry machines, Trash
disposal, Security, stolen
packages, Maintenance
response time and repair
quality, Parking and
towing, Customer service
AHC/County:
• COVID safety, Public
health, Food security, Housing
stability/eviction
prevention, Broadband access
for virtual learning, remote work

AHC:

 Pivot for COVID service delivery
• Offices closed; Emergency maintenance only
• Expanded eviction prevention team, rent
relief for 1/3 of families, broadband, onsite
food distribution
 Communication/customer service plan: bilingual
staff, onsite Resident Services office, BU-GATA
partnership, anonymous reporting line; also
replace regional manager
 Third-party HVAC and asbestos inspections
 Two-tier pest control program
 New interior trash removal system, exterior
enclosures, maintenance tracking system

County:

 Virtual
inspections (19
units – move ins
only)
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Resident Concerns
Part 4 (10/20 - 4/21)Actions/Results
Issues/Concerns
Concerns/Issues
Residents/Advocates:
• Airborne asbestos (none found)
• County inspections, follow up
• Customer service, staff
availability, translation
AHC/County
• COVID protocols, entering units
• Vaccine access, food security
• Develop virtual inspections

AHC Actions

County Actions

 Replace property management
company
 100% unit inspection, pest control and
convector replacements
 Trash chute and vent stack cleaning
 New laundry machines, package
lockers, trash enclosures
 Third-party testing and inspections –
exhaust system, convectors
 Utility bill analysis and rebate of any
year-over-year cost increase (~ $150 per
resident)
 Initiated small-group listening sessions
for residents with bilingual facilitator

 Virtual re-inspections
(11 units)
 Facilitate bi-weekly
meetings with
residents, AHC, County
to capture issues &
actions
 County taskforce CPHD to coordinate
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Issues/Concerns(4/21 - 10/21)
Actions/Results
Escalation and Relocation

Concerns/Issues
• Mice
• HVAC issues
• “Physical deterioration”
and “general lack of care”

Source: NAACP 4/22 walkthrough and
photos of 5 (of 280) apartments identified
by VOICE

AHC Actions
 Continue executing repair plan
 Listening sessions and surveys
 Leadership changes: AHCM Senior
VP departs; Interim AHCM leader;
AHC President & CEO retires;
Interim AHC CEO
 Rent credits to all residents
($150,000+)
 Relocation support, early
lease terminations, all households
back in permanent housing
 Voluntary claims process

County Actions
 Voluntary relocations (31)
 Virtual inspections (18
units - April)
 Onsite inspections for
200+ units (June) – any
deficiencies identified
were cleared and passed
 Third party testing for
asbestos, moisture, mold,
lead paint – no systemic
issues found (June)
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Serrano Overview

Next Steps (11/21Issues/Concerns
– 2022)
Concerns/Issues
• Claims review process
• Ledgers
• Temporary onsite
relocations for recurring
moisture repairs

Actions/Results

AHC Actions
 Resolved most of 19 claims, 4 to mediation
 Completed ledger review
 Completed 29 comprehensive unit repairs to address condensation
 Expanded board, including two AHC residents
 Expanded community engagement staff
 Announced wind-down of AHCM property management
 Third-party management transitions (Q1 2022)
 Permanent CEO (Q2 2022)
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Lessons Learned:

Supporting Affordable Housing Residents
Communication and Trust Is at the Heart of Successful Multi-family Communities
Challenges:
• Building trust and communicating effectively with culturally diverse residents who have
different backgrounds, languages, and stage-of-life priorities
Lessons Learned:
• Overcommunicate through multiple
channels (text messages, in-person
meetings with simultaneous translation,
community events, written notices, etc.
• Encourage residents and leaders to "see
something, say something“, sharing
concerns early and often, directly with
property management.

• "Trust and verify" concerns, resolution path,
and outcomes – check facts and correct errors,
inspect, use 3rd party testing.
• Build resident-to-resident connection
and support.
• Train landlords and county staff in more
advanced intercultural communication
and trauma-informed customer service to
better serve culturally diverse residents.
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Lessons Learned:

Supporting Affordable Housing Residents
Our Most Vulnerable Neighbors Need More Support
Challenges:
• Supporting residents facing significant financial or medical challenges, trauma, loss, and
uncertainty
Lessons Learned
• Many affordable housing residents have no coverage for property damage or
liability Consider county-wide renter's insurance pool
• More staff are needed for permanent supportive housing case management and
mental health support. Evaluate which multi-family settings work best for PSH
• Vulnerable residents are often reluctant to ask for help or call for repairs, or do not
know landlord's and residents' roles and responsibilities
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Lessons Learned:

Preserving & Expanding Affordable Housing
Preserving Existing NOAH units
Challenges:
• Opportunities can emerge quickly, with limited due diligence and data
• NOAH apartments are generally older buildings with unknown maintenance challenges
Lessons Learned:
• Older buildings need more upfront investment and capital reserves
• Need more due diligence on infrastructure (energy audit, CapEx history, maintenance
history/records, or detailed improvement plan)
• Keep property management team members during acquisition if possible
• Residents are deeply loyal to older apartments - large size, decades of family history
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Lessons Learned:

Preserving & Expanding Affordable Housing
Providing Mixed-Income Housing
Challenges:
• Financing renovation needs a non-LIHTC funding strategy
• Need specialized leasing/management skills
Lessons Learned:
• Phase in additional affordability and public supportive housing units gradually. Accelerated
change can be disruptive.
• Full income verification for 80% AMI and existing residents drives potential residents to
other market-rate units with less paperwork
• Prioritize property management experience with both affordable and market-rate units
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Lessons Learned:

Supporting Residents Through Community
Building Partnerships Among Residents, Advocates, and Community Members
Challenges:
• Residents, advocates and community members are uncertain how to elevate concerns
effectively
Lessons Learned:
• Collaborate with residents, tenant advocates, county staff, and landlords to share and verify
information, communicate resolution path and efficiently resolve evolving concerns.
• Clarify roles, responsibilities, and expectations, such as reporting maintenance needs,
apartment access for repairs, and inspections.
• Personal relationships are critical. Explore onsite ambassadors, neighbor outreach to
provide more personal support.
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Lessons Learned:

The Pandemic
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Lessons Learned:

The Pandemic
Building Partnerships Among Residents, Advocates, and Community Members
Challenges:
• Many of our residents were the hardest hit by the pandemic, experiencing loss, anxiety, and fear
• Residents did not want staff in their homes—disrupting work/school and/or risking virus exposure
Lessons Learned:
• AHC's strength in on-site resident services, coupled with onsite property management gave
higher visibility and problem-resolution pre-COVID.
• During crisis, communication is more important than ever AND harder than ever. Stressed and
stretched residents, staff, advocates and county partners.
• Buildings had heavier use during months of quarantine, but only emergency maintenance
• Health fears eliminated informal interaction, so relied solely on work order reporting
• Residents feared losing housing, not comfortable reporting maintenance issues
• Labor shortages, supply chain interruptions worse for smaller property managers like AHCM
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Moving Forward

Supporting Affordable Housing Residents
Establish robust procedures for future emergencies

 Plan for unit inspections and maintenance during public health or other emergency
 Establish emergency relocations protoco, with condition documentation, planned
repair, access and schedule to return home.
 Keep decision making and problem resolution grounded in data and fact.
(e.g. scientific testing to verify and prioritize relocations)
 Pace interventions to avoid overwhelming residents – swiftly, but steadily

Scale existing supports

 Add staffing for CPHD and DHS, to support resident education, one-stop
issue resolution, and expanded services for our highest need neighbors, including
permanent supportive housing clients and mental health emergencies
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Moving Forward

Preserving & Expanding Affordable Housing
Collaborate on planning
and financing future renovation:

Extend review and support to other aging
properties and future acquisitions:

 Renovation scope for Serrano and
other aging properties

 Continue collaboration on aging properties
improvements
 Physical needs assessment and capital plan upfront,
with periodic review
 Invest larger upfront capital in future preservation
loans
 In-person inspection – more frequent sampling of more
properties (not 100% of few)
 Lighten or remove income verification for NOAH/ 80%
AMI units

 Financing partnership to acquire,
renovate and preserve affordability
(LIHTC can drive overconcentration of
affordability)
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Thank you
As we continue to partner with communities to
meet evolving housing needs in the region, we
will
• Work to serve all 7,800 families and individuals well,
every day
• Engage intercultural/diverse voices and leverage new
communication tools (text, Teams/Zoom)
• Adapt services and education programs to meet
residents' needs where they live
• Build strong partners with shared values and training,
including third-party management companies
• Partner with local governments to create innovative
and sustainable solutions to affordable housing crisis
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Appendix to have handy for questions (Dec 14 presentation)

